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The Turkish Front in World War I was an historically important campaign as the destruction of the Ottoman Empire led to
the political turmoil of the Middle East. But it also had a big emotional pull. This book contains extracts from the letters,
diaries and other papers of those involved.
What happens when you reach the threshold of life and death - and come back? As long as humans have lived on the
planet, there have been wars, and injured soldiers and civilians. But today, as we engage in wars with increasingly
sophisticated technology, we are able to bring people back from ever closer encounters with death. Historian Emily
Mayhew explores the reality of medicine and injury in wartime, from the trenches of World War One to the plains of
Afghanistan and the rehabilitation wards of Headley Court in Surrey. Mixing vivid and compelling stories of unexpected
survival with astonishing insights from the front line of medicine, A Heavy Reckoning is a book about how far we have
come in saving, healing and restoring the human body. From the plastic surgeon battling to restore function to a blasted
hand to the double amputee learning to walk again on prosthetic legs, Mayhew gives us a new understanding of the limits
of human life and the extraordinary costs paid physically and mentally by casualties all over the world.
This text draws on letters and dispatches to bring to life the Anglo-Zulu war - a war which saw great acts of bravery and
courage on both sides.
A dramatic, riveting, and “fresh look at a region typically obscured in accounts of the Civil War. American history buffs will
relish this entertaining and eye-opening portrait” (Publishers Weekly). Megan Kate Nelson “expands our understanding
of how the Civil War affected Indigenous peoples and helped to shape the nation” (Library Journal, starred review),
reframing the era as one of national conflict—involving not just the North and South, but also the West. Against the
backdrop of this larger series of battles, Nelson introduces nine individuals: John R. Baylor, a Texas legislator who
established the Confederate Territory of Arizona; Louisa Hawkins Canby, a Union Army wife who nursed Confederate
soldiers back to health in Santa Fe; James Carleton, a professional soldier who engineered campaigns against Navajos
and Apaches; Kit Carson, a famous frontiersman who led a regiment of volunteers against the Texans, Navajos, Kiowas,
and Comanches; Juanita, a Navajo weaver who resisted Union campaigns against her people; Bill Davidson, a soldier
who fought in all of the Confederacy’s major battles in New Mexico; Alonzo Ickis, an Iowa-born gold miner who fought on
the side of the Union; John Clark, a friend of Abraham Lincoln’s who embraced the Republican vision for the West as
New Mexico’s surveyor-general; and Mangas Coloradas, a revered Chiricahua Apache chief who worked to expand
Apache territory in Arizona. As we learn how these nine charismatic individuals fought for self-determination and control
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of the region, we also see the importance of individual actions in the midst of a larger military conflict. Based on letters
and diaries, military records and oral histories, and photographs and maps from the time, “this history of invasions,
battles, and forced migration shapes the United States to this day—and has never been told so well” (Pulitzer
Prize–winning author T.J. Stiles).
This series concentrates on women and the soldiers in the ranks whose lives they shared, assembling a wide body of
evidence of their romantic entanglements and domestic concerns. The new military history of recent decades has
demanded a broadening of the source base beyond elite accounts or those that concentrate solely on battlefield
experiences. Armies did not operate in isolation, and men’s family ties influenced the course of events in a variety of
ways. Campfollowing women and children occupied a liminal space in campaign life. Those who travelled "on the
strength" of the army received rations in return for providing services such as laundry and nursing, but they could also be
grouped with prostitutes and condemned as a ‘burden’ by officers. Parents, wives, and offspring left behind at home
remained in soldiers’ thoughts, despite an army culture aimed at replacing kin with regimental ties. Soldiers’ families’
suffering, both on the march and back in Britain, attracted public attention at key points in this period as well. This series
provides, for the first time in one place, a wide body of texts relating to common soldiers’ personal lives: the women with
whom they became involved, their children, and the families who cared for them. It brings hitherto unpublished material
into print for the first time, and resurrects accounts that have not been in wide circulation since the nineteenth century.
The collection combines the observations of officers, government officials and others with memoirs and letters from men
in the ranks, and from the women themselves. It draws extensively on press accounts, especially in the nineteenth
century. It also demonstrates the value of using literary depictions alongside the letters, diaries, memoirs and war office
papers that form the traditional source base of military historians. This fifth volume covers The Crimean War (1854-56).
Most of the books that have been written about this pivotal campaign are only about Gallipoli, and no other has included
Palestine, Mesopotamia and the Balkans, too. This is an historically important campaign as the destruction of the
Ottoman Empire led to the political turmoil in the Middle East and the Balkans we are living with today. But it also has a
big emotional pull. With extracts from the letters, diaries and other papers of those involved, this is a moving and hardhitting book. Casualties were high, both in action and from disease. The accounts in this book provide a stark reminder of
what the soldiers endured.
Between 1945 and 1957, West Germany made a dizzying pivot from Nazi bastion to Britain's Cold War ally against the
Soviet Union. Successive London governments, though often faced with bitter public and military opposition, tasked the
British Army of the Rhine (BAOR) to serve as a protecting force while strengthening West German integration into the
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Western defense structure. Peter Speiser charts the BAOR's fraught transformation from occupier to ally by looking at
the charged nexus where British troops and their families interacted with Germany's civilian population. Examining the
relationship on many levels, Speiser ranges from how British mass media representations of Germany influenced BAOR
troops to initiatives taken by the Army to improve relations. He also weighs German perceptions, surveying clashes
between soldiers and civilians and comparing the popularity of the British services with that of the other occupying
powers. As Speiser shows, the BAOR's presence did not improve the relationship between British servicemen and the
German populace, but it did prevent further deterioration during a crucial and dangerous period of the early Cold War. An
incisive look at an under-researched episode, The British Army of the Rhine sheds new light on Anglo-German
diplomatic, political and social relations after 1945, and evaluates their impact on the wider context of European
integration in the postwar era.
At a time of heightened international interest in the colonial dimensions of museum collections, Dividing the Spoils provides new
perspectives on the motivations and circumstances whereby collections were appropriated and acquired during colonial military
service. Combining approaches from the fields of material anthropology, imperial and military history, this book argues for a
deeper examination of these collections within a range of intercultural histories that include alliance, diplomacy, curiosity and
enquiry, as well as expropriation and cultural hegemony. As museums across Europe reckon with the post-colonial legacies of
their collections, Dividing the Spoils explores how the amassing of objects was understood and governed in British military culture,
and considers how objects functioned in museum collections thereafter, suggesting new avenues for sustained investigation in a
controversial, contested field.
This book is based on unpublished material, from single letters by barely literate private soldiers to the voluminous
correspondence of commander-in-chief Lord Raglan. The whole experience of fighting in the Crimea is captured here: the thrill of
combat, the men's impressions of their allies--French, Turkish and Sardinian--the horrors of their first winter in the Crimea, the
scandalously inadequate medical arrangements and the impact made by Florence Nightingale. Written by a leading authority in
this field, this is a colorful, fresh account of one of nineteenth century's most famous conflicts.
Captain William Siborne became an ensign in the 9th Foot in 1813 and was sent to France in 1815 as part of a battalion
despatched to reinforce Wellingtons army. A notable topographer, after the events that year he was commissioned to create a
scale model of the Battle of Waterloo, for which he carried out extensive research, writing to officers in the allied forces present to
obtain information. The subsequent correspondence amounted to the largest single collection of primary source material on the
subject ever assembled. After he had completed his model, which is today on public display in the National Army Museum in
London, he used the mass of information he had gathered to produce his History of the Waterloo Campaign, which was at the time
the most detailed account of the operations of 1815 and is still considered a classic work on the subject.Sibornes history of
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Waterloo, the latest addition to Frontline's growing Napoleonic Library, is essential and gripping reading for all those who are
interested in how this famous battle was fought and won.
Tells the story of the armies raised by Britain in India from the 17th century to Independence and the men and women, both Indian
and British, who served in them.
Rare stories from more than 250 years of Native Americans' service in the military Why We Serve commemorates the 2020
opening of the National Native American Veterans Memorial at the Smithsonian National Museum of the American Indian, the first
landmark in Washington, DC, to recognize the bravery and sacrifice of Native veterans. American Indians' history of military
service dates to colonial times, and today, they serve at one of the highest rates of any ethnic group. Why We Serve explores the
range of reasons why, from love of their home to an expression of their warrior traditions. The book brings fascinating history to life
with historical photographs, sketches, paintings, and maps. Incredible contributions from important voices in the field offer a
complex examination of the history of Native American service. Why We Serve celebrates the unsung legacy of Native military
service and what it means to their community and country.
Over the last two decades, warfare has migrated into cities. From Mosul to Mumbai, Aleppo to Marawi, the major military battles of
our time have taken place in densely populated urban areas. Why has this happened? What are the defining characteristics and
the military and political implications of urban warfare today? Leading sociologist Anthony King answers these critical questions
through close analysis of recent urban battles and their historical antecedents. Exploring the changing typography and evolving
tactics of the urban battlescape, he shows that whilst some methods used in urban battle are not new, operations in cities have
become highly distinctive. Today, urban warfare has coalesced into gruelling micro-sieges, which extend from street level - and
below - to the airspace high above the city - as combatants fight for individual buildings, streets, and districts. At the same time,
digitalized social media and information networks have communicated these battles to global audiences across the urban
archipelago, with these spectators often becoming active participants in the fight. A timely reminder of the costs and the horror of
war and violence in cities, this book offers an invaluable interdisciplinary introduction to urban warfare in the new millennium for
students of international security, urban studies, and military science.
From a master of popular history, the lively, immersive story of the race to seize Berlin in the aftermath of World War II as it’s
never been told before BERLIN’S FATE WAS SEALED AT THE 1945 YALTA CONFERENCE: the city, along with the rest of
Germany, was to be carved up among the victorious powers— the United States, Britain, France, and the Soviet Union. On paper, it
seemed a pragmatic solution. In reality, once the four powers were no longer united by the common purpose of defeating
Germany, they wasted little time reverting to their prewar hostility toward—and suspicion of—one another. The veneer of civility
between the Western allies and the Soviets was to break down in spectacular fashion in Berlin. Rival systems, rival ideologies, and
rival personalities ensured that the German capital became an explosive battleground. The warring leaders who ran Berlin’s four
sectors were charismatic, mercurial men, and Giles Milton brings them all to rich and thrilling life here. We meet unforgettable
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individuals like America’s explosive Frank “Howlin’ Mad” Howley, a brusque sharp-tongued colonel with a relish for mischief and
a loathing for all Russians. Appointed commandant of the city’s American sector, Howley fought an intensely personal battle
against his wily nemesis, General Alexander Kotikov, commandant of the Soviet sector. Kotikov oozed charm as he proposed
vodka toasts at his alcohol-fueled parties, but Howley correctly suspected his Soviet rival was Stalin’s agent, appointed to evict
the Western allies from Berlin and ultimately from Germany as well. Throughout, Checkmate in Berlin recounts the first battle of
the Cold War as we’ve never before seen it. An exhilarating tale of intense rivalry and raw power, it is above all a story of flawed
individuals who were determined to win, and Milton does a masterful job of weaving between all the key players’ motivations and
thinking at every turn. A story of unprecedented human drama, it’s one that had a profound, and often underestimated, shaping
force on the modern world – one that’s still felt today.
Most of the books that have been written about this pivotal campaign are only about Gallipoli, and no other has included Palestine,
Mesopotamia and the Balkans, too. This is an historically important campaign as the destruction of the Ottoman Empire led to the political
turmoil in the Middle East that we are living with today. But it also has a big emotional pull. With extracts from the letters, diaries and other
papers of those involved, this is a moving and hard-hitting book. Casualties were high, both in action and from disease. There were many
examples of great courage and endurance, and some instances of a significant lack of these qualities. Heights of incompetence at the higher
levels were seen at Suvla Bay and in some actions in Mesopotamia. The accounts in this book provide a stark reminder of what the soldiers
endured.
What was it really like to fight at the Battle of Waterloo? Drawing on letters and diaries from ordinary soldiers, officers and commanders this
book mixes riveting battle descriptions with stories of endurance and bravery to bring Wellington's epic campaigns to life. The years between
1808 and 1815 transformed Sir Arthur Wellesley from a junior lieutenant-general into Field Marshal the Duke of Wellington, a legendary figure
to his men and a commander renowned throughout Europe. With his magnificent army, Wellington defeated the French occupation forces in
a succession of brilliant campaigns, defending Portugal, liberating Spain and finally invading south-western France. His victory at Waterloo is
probably the British army's most famous battle. Weaving together unpublished accounts from the National Army Museum's remarkable
archives, this book recreates life in the British army under one of its greatest leaders.
This volume addresses the changing relationships between women and armed forces from antiquity to the present: eight chapters review the
existing literature, an extended picture essay visually documents women’s military work, and eight chapters illustrate more restricted topics.
A retired U.S. Air Force Colonel provides her first-hand account of the effort to rebuild Iraq and describes the political, military and economic
issues that made their mission to reconstruct infrastructure, provide humanitarian assistance and foster democracy nearly impossible.
Original.
Dead Men Telling Tales is an original account of the lasting cultural impact made by the autobiographies of Napoleonic soldiers over the
course of the nineteenth century. Focusing on the nearly three hundred military memoirs published by British, French, Spanish, and
Portuguese veterans of the Peninsular War (1808-1814), Matilda Greig charts the histories of these books over the course of a hundred
years, around Europe and the Atlantic, and from writing to publication to afterlife. Drawing on extensive archival research in multiple
languages, she challenges assumptions made by historians about the reliability of these soldiers' direct eyewitness accounts, revealing the
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personal and political motives of the authors and uncovering the large cast of characters, from family members to publishers, editors, and
translators, involved in production behind the scenes. By including literature from Spain and Portugal, Greig also provides a missing link in
current studies of the Revolutionary and Napoleonic Wars, showing how the genre of military memoirs developed differently in south-western
Europe and led to starkly opposing national narratives of the same war. Her findings tell the history of a publishing phenomenon which
gripped readers of all ages across the world in the nineteenth century, made significant profits for those involved, and was fundamental in
defining the modern 'soldier's tale'.
The full story of the thirty-nine female SOE agents who went undercover in France Formed in 1940, Special Operations Executive was to
coordinate Resistance work overseas. The organization’s F section sent more than four hundred agents into France, thirty-nine of whom
were women. But while some are widely known—Violette Szabo, Odette Sansom, Noor Inayat Khan—others have had their stories largely
overlooked. Kate Vigurs interweaves for the first time the stories of all thirty-nine female agents. Tracing their journeys from early recruitment
to work undertaken in the field, to evasion from, or capture by, the Gestapo, Vigurs shows just how greatly missions varied. Some agents
were more adept at parachuting. Some agents’ missions lasted for years, others’ less than a few hours. Some survived, others were
murdered. By placing the women in the context of their work with the SOE and the wider war, this history reveals the true extent of the
differences in their abilities and attitudes while underlining how they nonetheless shared a common mission and, ultimately, deserve
recognition.
This Guide will lead military personnel, their families, and other students interested in the lessons of military history through the vast richness
of exhibits and artifacts in the Army Museum System, both in the U.S. and abroad. Open to the public, these museums help form a bridge
linking today's Army with yesterday and tomorrow for the citizen. The Army's materiel culture comprises over 600,000 artifacts valued at over
$740 million. Lists over 80 museums and includes: hours of operation, address, telephone, directions, background, programs and services,
museum publications, and a photo. Also includes Army Reserve museums.

Shows how new developments in guns and artillery played a decisive role in the English Civil War.
A lavishly illustrated military and social history of the forces in Germany, published to coincide with the winding down of the
operation in 2019-20. The book is split into decades and covers important military strategy, political events such as the Berlin Airlift
and the fall of the Wall, but also the experiences of British soldiers and the increasing integration of British troops and the German
population, and their domestic and family lives.
The First World War, a new low in the annals of armed conflict, coincided with a golden age for the relatively new art of
advertising. Striking and colourful posters were produced throughout the years 1914–18 to recruit soldiers, promote investment,
keep up morale and, naturally, to vilify the enemy; prominent artists including Alfred Leete paired bold images with punchy text to
maximise impact. The selection in this book offers an informative guide to the range of posters created and to how they were
displayed around the nation, and explores the public's increasing dissatisfaction with being patronised and goaded. From the
iconic, commanding Your Country Needs YOU! to the anxious domestic scene of Daddy, What Did YOU Do in the War?, and
including the infamous depiction of a bayoneting in Back Him Up!, this book puts the reader in the shoes of the Great War 'man in
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the street'.
Knight draws on letters and dispatches to bring to life the Anglo-Zulu war - a war which saw great acts of bravery and courage on
both sides.
Published on the eightieth anniversary of the 1918 Armistice, this book tells the story of a year during which the casualty lists on all
sides were longer, the turns of fortune were most remarkable, and action was most intense.
The war on the Western Front as seen through the eyes of one of Germany's leading First World War generals, Crown Prince
Rupprecht of Bavaria. A fascinating and highly revealing view from the 'other side of the wire', which casts the story of the Western
Front in an entirely new light.
The 'poor bloody infantry' do the dirty front-line work of war. It bears the brunt of the fighting and often suffers disproportionately in
combat in comparison with the other armed forces. Yet the history of infantry tactics is too rarely studied and often misunderstood.
Stephen Bull, in this in-depth account, concentrates on the fighting methods of the infantry of the Second World War. He focuses
on the infantry theory and the combat experience of the British, German, and American armies. His close analysis of the rules of
engagement, the tactical manuals, the training and equipment is balanced by vivid descriptions of the tactics as they were tested
in action. These operational examples show how infantry tactics on all sides developed as the war progressed, and they give a
telling insight into the realities of infantry warfare. This accessible and wide-ranging survey is a fascinating introduction to the
fighting methods of the opposing ground forces as they confronted each other on the European battlefields of 70 years ago.
The Boer War - the first modern British war told in vivid detail.Published in co-operation with the famous National Army Museum,
this quotes extensively from the Museum's unpublished archive of diaries, letters and documents. The text is complemented by
unpublished photos from the Museum's collections, together with seven detailed maps devised by Lord Carver.
Published in co-operation with the famous National Army Museum, this quotes extensively from the Museum's unpublished archive
of diaries, letters and documents. The text is complemented by unpublished photos from the Museum's collections, together with
seven detailed maps devised by Lord Carver.
What is it like to fall in love with a soldier? What is it like to be a soldier in love? Throughout history, those serving in the British
Army have combined romantic relationships with their military duties. In wartime especially, all the usual emotions experienced by
men and women in love are felt to a heightened degree. The sense of danger, and the sometimes years of separation imposed by
service abroad, make the heartache of loss and the joy of reunion all the greater. For loved ones parted by war, writing has always
been of crucial importance in maintaining contact. Even when it was difficult to send a letter, or not easy to explain feelings when
one could, soldiers - be they generals, young officers or privates - have persevered. In a celebration of love on the frontline during
the First and Second World Wars, the archives of the National Army Museum, replete with letters, diaries and photographs, are
thrown open to reveal fascinating stories of soldiers, their wives and sweethearts. Love found, love lost and love enduring all have
their place in the pages of this book.
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A SUNDAY TIMES BOOK OF THE YEAR A TELEGRAPH BOOK OF THE YEAR 'A tour de force of scholarship, analysis and
narration . . . Lloyd is well on the way to writing a definitive history of the First World War' Lawrence James, The Times 'This wellresearched, well-written and cogently argued new analysis . . . will undoubtedly now take its rightful place as the standard account
of this vital theatre of the conflict' Andrew Roberts, author of Churchill: Walking with Destiny _________________ In the annals of
military history, the Western Front stands as an enduring symbol of the folly and futility of war. However, as bestselling military
historian Nick Lloyd reveals in this highly-praised history - the first of an epic trilogy -- the story is not one of pointlessness and
stupidity, but rather a heroic triumph against the odds. With a cast of hundreds and a huge canvas of places and events, Lloyd
tells the whole tale, revealing what happened in France and Belgium between August 1914 and November 1918 from the
perspective of all the main combatants - including French, British, Belgian, US and, most importantly, German forces. Lloyd
examines the most decisive campaigns of the Great War and explains the unprecedented innovation, adaptation and tactical
development that have been too long obscured by legends of mud, blood and futility, drawing upon the latest scholarship on the
war, wrongly overlooked first-person accounts, and archival material from every angle. Conveying the visceral assault of the
battlefield with vivid detail, Lloyd ultimately redefines our understanding of a crucial theatre in this monumental tragedy.
_________________ 'Excellent on detail . . . Lloyd's book will be cherished by military history buffs' Max Hastings, Sunday Times
'It is the best modern single-volume history of war on the Western Front and is likely to remain the standard account for some time'
Jonathan Boff, The Spectator
In 1814, with Napoleon in exile, it looked as if his career was over. Then the Emperor escaped and made a last stand, which
climaxed on June 18, 1815 at Waterloo. Published to mark the 200th anniversary, this compelling and beautifully illustrated new
treatment of the Hundred Days campaign includes reproductions of contemporary letters and documents that graphically portray
Napoleon's final overthrow.
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